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CENTRALISED IDENTIFICATION RATING COMPREHENSIVESECURELIVE

Assist agencies to safely manage their 
asbestos legacy prior to removal

Inform and coordinate the removal 
of asbestos from Victorian 

Government owned buildings 

It creates QR code labels for ACMs and buildings that 
include access to the specific ACMs within that building. 

It maintains an in depth history of the location and 
condition of asbestos containing materials (ACMs).

AIRSystem brings information out of filing cabinets and 
folders and transforms it into a consolidated user friendly 

system that is accessible in real time. 

The Asbestos Identification and Rating System 
(AIRSystem) is a live, secure, centralised and 
comprehensive database. It was developed to 
inform and coordinate the removal of asbestos 
from Victorian Government owned buildings 
and assist agencies safely manage their 
asbestos legacy prior to removal.

Government accepted in principle 
the VAEA working with agencies to 
progressively adopt the AIRSystem.
It maintains an in depth history on the location 
and condition of an ACM. It creates QR code 
labels for ACMs and buildings that include 
access to the specific ACMs within that building. 

AIRSystem brings information out 
of filing cabinets and folders and 
transforms it into a consolidated user 
friendly system that is accessible in 
real time.

Adoption Support
The VAEA is progressively rolling out 
adoption of the AIRSystem to Agencies 
and departments as a part of the prioritised 
asbestos removal program. The VAEA will 
work with each agency and department 
to assist them in adopting AIRSystem.

OHS Laws 
AIRSystem was developed consistent 
to duty holders' obligations under the 
Victorian Occupational Health and Safety 
laws, regulations and compliance codes 
that apply to asbestos safety in a workplace.  

AIRSystem is capable of producing a 
workplace asbestos register that includes 
the information required to be recorded 
by Divisions 5 and 6 of the Victorian OHS 
Regulations 2017. 

How the VAEA uses AIRSystem data 
The VAEA reports on the whole of 
government asbestos legacy by using data 
within AIRSystem. The VAEA only provides 
access to an agency’s information to those 
who have been authorised by that agency. 

About Salesforce 
AIRSystem is a highly customised 
Salesforce instance.

AIRSystem utilises Salesforce's established 
data security measures and standards: 
IRAP Cetification for core SaaS & PaaS 
Services. 

This accreditation gives Salesforce 
customers in Australia the assurance that 
its privacy and security program meets the 
high standards recognised by the Australian 
Signals Directorate and  the Victorian 
government data security requirements.

AIRSystem is highly customised Salesforce 
instance. It is a live and easy to use centralised 
database. AIRSystem was customised to 
enable public sector bodies to understand, 
manage and remove the asbestos from 
Victorian Government owned buildings.

Benefits
The benefits of adopting a live, secure, 
centralised and comprehensive database include:

improving occupational 
health and safety, 
reducing risk of ACM 
damage or disturbance

increasing awareness of 
asbestos legacy for senior 
leaders and improved 
management of risk

maintaining 
building and 
ACM history

improving 
building
and asset 
management 

providing opportunities 
for information and 
data sharing across 
government


